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Role-playing Games as Storytelling Events 

I. Locating Modem Orality 

story, n. (pI. -ries ) 1. An accollnt of an event or series of events; narrative. 

2. A tale. 3. A short fictional literary composition. 4. A statement of facts; 

report. 5. An anecdote. 6. A lie. (The American Heritage Dictionary) 

Our definitions of stories vary. Stories are written or spoken, true or false. 

The study of literature focuses on written forms of the story, while the study of 

folklore examines the oral tradition. It is debated whether or not modern Western 

society still has an oral tradition. In 1936 Walter Benjamin! noted that "the art of 

storytelling is coming to an end," being quickly outmoded by the rise 6f the modern 

novel and the new technology for the transmission of information. Some believe 

that TV and radio, has become a suitable replacement for the lost art of storytelling. 

Others see that the last ten years or so have brought a resurgence of storytelling, a 

"New Orality" (Creedon 1991:46)/ which has manifested itself in storytelling guilds 

and conferences that tote sto~ytelling as education, therapy, and entertainment. 

Still others, folklorists and anthropologists, continue to study the traditions of tall

tales and campfire stories that have never died out in the American South 

(Bauman 1991). In this paper I present a new locus of the oral tradition in modern 

society. I believe that fantasy role-playing games have a place in the tradition of oral 

narrative. 

Fantasy role-playing games have long received mixed reviews in the leisure 

community. Some see them as "new age games"(Rains 1983:280)3 that advocate 

cooperative learning and role identification, a welcome change from the 

competition nurtured by "old age games" (Ibid.:280). Others think of them as folie a 

deux (Fine 1983:12), a shared hallucination requiring manic involvement on the 

part of players who lack other social outlets. Dungeons and Dragons ®, the seminal 

fantasy role-playing game, has even been repudiated as a form of devil worship, on 

1 As cited by Creedon in The Storytelling Renaissance, Utne Reader 1991:46 (MarchI April) 

2 fr~m The Storytelling Renaissance, Utne Reader 

3 from Sociology and Social Research, 69:280-281 (book review) 
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account of its fantastical content. All these views focus on this recent leisure time 

phenomenon as a game, a natural extension of war games and board games, and its 

historical development justifies this view to a degree. However, there are many 

elements of this type of game that ally it to the tradition of storytelling. In some 

newer games, the Dungeon Master of Dungeons and Dragons® has evolved into a 

Storyteller, who balances the duel roles of narrator and adjudicator, and the game 

itself is centered around the construction of a narrative. 

The key to this analysis of role-playing games lies in an examination of the 

evolution of theories of oral narrative. Until the latter half of this century, stories 

were analyzed as entities, largely immutable linguistic objects that were passed 

down orally and contained certain significance for different communities. 

However, more recent theories have broadened the definitions of storytelling. The 

content, meaning, and delivery of stories are seen to be mutable according to the 

circumstances in which the telling occurs. Storytelling is now viewed as an event, 

largely centered in the communication between tellers and listeners. It may be 

analyzed as an interactive process, as a performance, as an experience, of which the 

linguistic story is .only a single part. I propose to show how the interactive 

storytelling of role-playing games might fit these models of performance and 

communication. 

My own interest in role-playing games has grown out of simply knowing 

many people who play, and who take the endeavor seriously. Two of these people, 

both Swarthmore students, Nathaniel Bennett and Joshua Fairfield, refer to 

themselves as storytellers, and use that tag to orient themselves within their social 

framework. They provoked me to think of the games that they run as instances of 

storytelling. In studying narrative through my work in English literature and my 

course in oral and written language, I became curious as to where within the 

tradition of speaking and writing one might situate an event that produces 

narrative interactively. After proposing such a study I realized that it would 

necessarily involve a great deal of original resea~ch. As far as I was able to 

determin~, there are no literate or pre-literate cultures who generate their stories or 

folk tales interactively. That is, within traditional concepts of storytelling, the 

stories related are retellings of events that are supposed to have actually occurred, 

such as legends, myths, or tall-tales. This presupposes a story that is already in 
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place, over which the audience has no direct control. Often variation and newness 

in story is not valued, and usually there is a single person responsible for the 

telling. In contrast, the storytelling that occurs within the context of role-playing 

games is rarely predicated on factual events, and only occasionally offers retellings 

of familiar myths and legends. All the stories generated are new, and they are 

produced by interaction and shifts in power between the storyteller and his less than 

passive audience. 

The question thus raised is whether stories are necessarily defined by the 

feature of being "verbal icons of the events they record ... somehow antecedent ... to 

the narrative that recounts them"(Bauman 1986:5). Any study of written literature 

will answer no. Forcing story to fit the above definition immediately eliminates 

creative possibilities for fiction, and the validity of fictional narrative as story seems 

to be upheld universally. Also, much legend and myth recounted as "traditional 

story" have been subject to much change over time, so that the actual events behind 

them are often obscured, supposing that they existed in the first place. The 

Arthurian cycle, which originally belonged to the realm of oral literature, is an 

excellent example of this phenomenon. It is still contended that there may have 

been a factual king behind the Arthurian legends, but he would bear very little 

relation to the King Arthur we now envision. The Arthurian tales are for the most 

part presented as fiction despite the possibility of their being a "verbal icon" of some 

historical facts. Under this reconsideration, I believe that the tales generated by role

playing storytelling have a claim on the title 'story' despite a lack of oral traditions 

employing the same methods of narrative creation. 

Role-playing games have been studied in a variety of other contexts. There 

are magazines dedicated to analysis, improvement, and advertisement of the games 

as leisure activities.4 Fantasy gaming has also been examined from psychological 

and sociological viewpoints.s Gary Alan Fine's book, Shared Fantasy: Role-Playing 

Games as Social Worlds, is a major source for this paper. Fine approaches role

playing games from the field of sociology and examines the phenomena of 

engrossment and management of multiple social identities within the gaming 

subcultur:.6 However, there have been no prior proposals to study role-playing as 

• See Dragon MagaZine 
5Scc..Amcrican Journal of Psychology 91 :1219 and British Journal of Psychology 84:505 
6 Fine's analysis of engrossment and the management of multiple roles will be treated later in this paper. 
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part of an oral tradition, or as a mode of constructing narrative. In all likelihood 

this is because role-playing games represent themselves simply as games. Only with 

the release of 'The Storyteller SystemTM' in 1990, by the White Wolf corporation, has 

gaming liter~ture even allied itself with the tradition of storytelling, despite the fact 

that 'storyteller' and 'playwright' have been titles commonly given to the game 

referee. Since my approach is new, my information is rooted largely in my own 

field research and personal experience. 

Role-playing games, or RPGs/ are enough of a national phenomenon for 

their players to be categorized as a subculture (Fine: 1983). Thus my statements on 

the behavior of role-players and storytellers should not be construed as 

generalizations about how gaming is or ought always to be done. My analysis here 

is offered largely as a case study, bolstered by Fine's research. I observed and 

videotaped a single gaming club that was involved in two campaigns of Vampire: 

The Masquerade™, part of 'The Storyteller System.' I conducted interviews with 

the storytellers of each campaign; Bennett, whose chronicle is entitled Chicago by 

Nigh t I and Fairfield whC? story told The Non-Linear Game. I also interviewed Fritz 

Jahnke, a player in the above chronicles who occasionally runs role-playing games, 

but who does not identify himself as a storyteller, as Bennett and Fairfield do. My 

general knowledge of role-playing game systems is drawn more from my own 

experiences with the games than from specific interviews or observations. I will 

present the data from the case study within a framework of different theories of 

storytelling. 

II. Role-playing for the Uninitiated 

Before proceeding further into any analysis, I should present a history and 

description of the phenomenon of role-playing games for the unacquainted. As 

Gary Alan Fine notes in Shared Fantasy, role-players constitute a subculture of our 

society (Fine 1983:25), but the games themselves are not among the more 

mainstream leisure activities. RPGs were developed in the late 1960s. They were ... 
originally an extension of war gaming, an activity in which famous battles were 

reenacted on boards with miniatures and fake terrain (Ibid.:8). According to Dave 

Arneson, one of the co-authors of Dungeons and Dragons®, role-playing games 

'This is not a tcrm used by thc players in my case study. Rather it is taken from Fine. It is a convenient term which 
I will utilize from this point on. 
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were first inspired by people's efforts to "spice up" war gaming by changing the 

outcomes of battles or by giving different players "personal goaI[s] in the battle" 

(Ibid.:9). Personal goals eventually evolved into personal characteristics. The strict 

rules of war gaming were violated, allowing players to bring in ideas about magic 

and fantastical monsters. Fine emphasizes that the development of RPGs was a 

process, a slow break away from conventional games: "FRP8 gaming did involve the 

acceptance of a new method of playing games, a substantial break of traditional 

methods of war gaming ... This discovery emphasizes that innovation is a process

few innovations emerge like Athena, full-grown from the brow of Zeus" (Ibid.: 15). 

Dungeons and Dragons®, or 0&0 as it is most commonly known, was 

written by Arneson and E. Gary Gygax, and was first marketed in 1974. By way of 

introducing what RPGs in their fully realized form actually entail, I will let the 

originals speak for themselves: 

"While one of the participants creates the whole world in which the adventures are to 

take place, the balance of the players- as few as two or as many as a dozen or more- create 

'characters' who will travel about in this make believe world, interact with its peoples, 

and seek the treasures of magic and precious items guarded by dragons, giants, werewolves 

and hundreds of other fearsome things. The game organizer, the participant who creates 

the whole and moderates these adventures, is known as the Dungeon Master, or simply, the 

OM . ... Each Dungeon Master runs a 'campaign,' the series of connccted adventures, for his 

or her participants ... A typical expedition has to explore a dungeon labyrinth has a 

Dungeon Master narrating to players what they see ... The entire game board is seen only by 

the moderator, players having to create their own as they go along and 'see' and 

'experience' the dungeon and what lurks therein!" (Ibid.: 6_7)9 

In fact what goes on here is somewhat related to improvisational theater. It is the 

joint creation of experience, of episode, of story. Mostly it is a game of 

communication. The players assume identities of characters on an adventure. 

They talk to each other. They talk to the characters played by the OM, nonplayer 

characters or NPCs. They may step out of character to talk to the OM about game 

dynamics. The OM, also called the referee, the playwright, or the storyteller, tells 

i Fine's abbreviation of "fantasy role-playing" 

a Mile quotes from a brochure written for hobby store owners which I unfortunately don't have access to: 
Understanding Dungeons and Dragons. TSR Hobbies: 1979:4 
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them what they see and who they meet. In effect, hew creates the world through 

which the characters move. The entire interaction is oral, and usually takes place in 

private room where everyone can sit comfortably for the three to five hours that 

most episodes last. D&D uses maps, or a game board, although many role-playing 

games lack even those visual aids. 

It is important to point out, for this paper in particular, that the role-playing 

world now extends far beyond the pseudo-medieval setting of D&D. Games are set 

in a more realistic Dark Ages period in Pendragon™. Games like Shadowrun™ 

and Vampire: The Masquerade™ offer excursions into a gothic-punk univ~rse. 

There are games based around fictional literature or popular movies, such as or Star 

Wa rs™, or H. P. Lovecraft's Call of Cthulhu™. There is a also a whole array of 

science fiction universes to be explored. There are even game systems that provide 

only sets of rules for character creation and dice rolls, a topic treated below, but 

allows the Dungeon Master, or storyteller, to determine the nature of the world and 

its inhabitants. 

It should be pointed out that with the rise in popularity of RPGs, players have 

branched out beyond the goals of creating powerful characters who can acquire gold 

and kill monsters. With the development of more involved scenarios comes the 

opportunity to create characters of some depth and substance. There are two 

strategies available to the role-player (Ibid.: 207). Some have desire to beat the game 

system- to find away to create the most powerful character despite the limitations of 

game rules so their character can win power, money, and prestige within the game 

world. The other tactic is to focus on in-depth character development and to 

explore themes and world views, either through the creation of a world or the 

creation of a character. The group of RPG storytellers interviewed for this paper 

believe strongly in role-playing as a forum for the exploration of ideas and roles. 

Jahnke, Fairfield, and Bennett, like others of their opinion, share an unfavorable 

view of those who play to win. 

16 In my discussion of ({PC storytellers nnd players I will consistently use the masculine pronoun. I make this 
choice in.part beciluse all of the garners observed and interviewed for thIS paper are male. Also. Fine notes that RPC 
participants ore almost entirely male. (Fine 1983:41). Although the figures may have gone up since Fine was writing. 
In my experience. his evaluation is still correct. In all fairness I should say that the writing in RPG literature is 
written in inclusive language. which may reveal an awareness of its lack of a female audience. Fine provides a 
through discussion of gender dynamics in role-playing games, an issue I will not be addressing in this paper. 
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J: Alot of times during my youth my efforts were stymied by those who have a different 

philosophy of role-playing than I do ... 

F: ... Some people, and I think this is the entire reason they play, play to win. 

B: Doesn't every role-playing game begin with a little treatise on how role-playing games 

can't be won ... "What is role-playing? It's like a board game, except nobody is a winner or a 

loser." '(personal interviews) 

. Profit-oriented games are referred to as "hack n' slash" campaigns because of their 

focus on combat. The interviewees distinguish between role-playing and "clatter

clatter-roll-the-dice-playing" (personal interview: Fairfield), implying that most of 

what happens in the latter type of game is determined by chance, and not by 

demands of story or character. 

Like any game, RPGs have rules. However these rules are focused less on 

restricting play than on enabling play. The rules are also meant to be broken. 

"The 0&0 game has neither winners nor losers, it has only garners who relish exercising 

their imagination ... In a sense, the 0&0 game has no rules, only rule suggestions. No rule is 

inviolate, particularly if a new or altered rule wi1\ encourage creativity and imagination. 

The important thing is to enjoy the adventure." (TSR Hobbies 1981:2) 

The rules I will touch on are only the ones most fundamental to the game, those 

about interpretation of dice rolls and character creation. Dice are an important part 

of most role-playing systems, although diceless systems do exist. In the simplest 

terms, dice rolls help to determine the outcome of various character actions. The 

most basic example would be a combat scenario in D&D. When fighting a dragon, 

for example, a player, playing a knight for example, will declare what action he 

wishes to take: "1 draw my sword and attack." He then rolls his dice. Because of the 

size and power of the dragon, the rules say he must roll something higher than a 12 

on a twenty-sided die in order for the attack to be successful. If the attack has been 

successful, he may then roll a six sided die (the number of rolls and type of die used 

is weapon specific in order to approximate realistic effects) to see how many points 

of damage he has done to the dragon. If he is lucky, he rolls a 6. He then does 6 

point~ of damage to the dragon. The dragon, however, has 110 hit points, meaning 

that the knight would have to do 110 points of damage even to knock it 
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unconscious. A powerful knight, unfortunately, has only 14 hit points, and this one 

is fighting a dragon whose breath can do 100 points of damage in one blow. Unless 

the knight has many friends or a kind Dungeon Master, this was a poorly chosen 

battle. 

There are also rules for character creation. As with all elements of RPGs, action 

and creation is a balance of structure, chance and choice. Taking D&D as an example 

again, characters have six personal characteristics: strength, wisdom, dexterity, 

constitution, intelligence and charisma (Ibid.: 6). Players roll the dice and generate 

six numbers. They then choose which number applies to which attribute. The 

higher the number, the stronger the trait in the character. There are also character 

classes of fighter, magic user, cleric, and thief. A thief may want to put his higher 

numbers. into his dexterity and intelligence, while a fighter will want high strength 

and constitution. Players also choose their race, their skills, and their alignment off 

prearranged lists. The term alignment applies to a combination of the characters' 

orientations towards authority (lawful, neutral, chaotic) and morality (good, 

neutral, evil). 

These attributes are not universal in RPG systems. Other gaming systems have 

different attributes and available skills that are appropriate to the worlds being 

explored. For example, in Vampire: The Masquerade™, the game observed for this 

paper, players take on the personae of young vampires caught up in the politics of 

their underground world. Characters are given a certain number of humanity 

points which determine their sanity and help them measure their struggle against 

losing their human empathy and becoming monsters. They also may choose from 

a variety of vampiric disciplines called "Dominate," "Celerity/' "Presence," 

"Auspex," and "Obfuscate," among others (White Wolf 1992:146). Data of this type 

can serve as a basis for a character concept, or a character can be invented, and the 

statistics manipulated in an attempt to fit the idea. Whatever system is used, the 

best role-players will allow their character to develop beyond the boundaries of 

statistics. Some players will write out full descriptions of the history, opinions, and 

dress of t~eir character. Player investment in a character is one of the keys to a good 

campaign, and a good story. 

1=he DM or the storyteller also works within the rules for statistics and dice 

rolls. Any nonplayer character run by the DM is subject to the same rules of combat, 
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and, for the most part, the same rules of character construction. The storyteller is 

also responsible for calling attribute checks for any given character or player.ll For 

example~ Jahnke, a player in the Vampire campaign I observed, asked the storyteller 

if it would be possible for his character, Jude, to free his friend from the grasp of a 

powerful vampire by knocking the vampire unconscious. The storyteller requested 

that he "make an occult plus intelligence check" (field notes). This means that the 

storyteller is not willing to give out that information unless the character rolls a 

number equal to or less than his number of intelligence points, and his level of 

occult knowledge. At another point, Jude commandeers a taxi. The storyteller asks 

him to check his dexterity and his driving ability to see what will happen to him 

while weaving in and out of parked cars at high speeds. Jude survived the episode. 

However, in either of these cases, the storyteller could have chosen to narrate the 

episode without the use of the dice. The scenes that the characters move through 

may be pure figments of the storyteller'S brain, or the storyteller may use dice to 

determine the character's experience. The amount that chance is called into play 

varies from teller to teller. Fine cites a DM who claims to roll the dice as often as 

people talk. "Jack: 'How do you like this food?' I roll the dice. 'Doesn't taste good. ' I 

roll the dice again. 'As a matter of fact, you're feeling kind of an icky, coppery, bitter 

taste on your tongue' (Fine 1983:103). There are also DMs who refuse to let the dice 

determine the major events of their stories, and therefore will limit t~e amount 

that they actually roll during a game (field notes). 

I hope to show that the game structure I have just outlined is, in the best of all 

role-playing scenarios, not the essence of the game, but the jumping off point for 

the creation of a story. "Remember, rules are never needed to make a story seem 

real, only imagination"(White Wolf 1992: 106). There is a raging debate within the 

world of RPG storytelling over how free the development of a story should be

should the storyteller be as constrained by dice rolls as the players, or should he 

really be treated as the "god" of the universe he has created? Should the characters 

be more constrained by the storyteller's vision of the story, or should they be 

limited o~ly by the general outlines of a fantasy world and a set of attributes? I 

would like to argue that it is both the storyteller'S control over and responsibility for 

the story, as well as the interactivity of the process, that help to locate the activity 

liThe multiple selves mani pulated by the participants in this game is a major topic of Fine's book and will be 
trcated latcr on In this paper. 
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within recent models of storytelling. 

Before proceeding into the theory, I would like to acknowledge that the above 

description of role-playing games will have immediately violated the readers' 

notions of traditional storytelling. It seems to fall short in two critical ways. One is 

that the story told is not a recounted tale. It has no history aside from its life in the 

storyteller's mind. It happens and is told simultaneously. Secondly, the telling 

does not come from a single source. It is an interactive process, reminiscent of 

theater games or whisper-down-the-Iane. The recent models of storytelling that I 

will outline however, speak to precisely these issues, and show how the concept of 

storytelling may be loosed from its a identity as an "entity" and how it may be 

viewed as a process. 

III. Georges' Interactive Model of Storytelling 

In Towards an Understanding of Storytelling Events. '2 Robert A. Georges, 

folklorist and anthropologist, discusses the nineteenth century view of storytelling 

and maps the movement away from "linguistic entity" theories towards the . 

"communicative event" theories that have appeared in the last half of this century. 

He then presents his own model for the analysis of storyt~lling as an interactive 

process of communication. His ideas focus on the roles of and communication 

between people those involved in the creation of storytelling, outlining procedures 

of storytelling that often occur in RPG storytelling. I find G.eorges' theory to be very 

useful, but his prose is unwieldy. Thus most of what is presented below is a 

paraphrase of his ideas, for which I give him full credit despite my simplifications. 

Georges summarizes for us the traditional study of story. The study of stories 

and folk tales has always been an interdisciplinary project, taken up by linguists, 

folklorists, historians and anthropologists. These nineteenth century scholars 

regarded stories as "cultural artifacts" and "surviving linguistic entities"(Georges 

1969:313). Twentieth century arguments over origin and interpretation of these 

surviving stories have reinforced the idea of stories as "entities" with permanent, 

linguistically contained meanings that can be deciphered through the study of 

language~ history and culture. In the latter half of this century, there have been new 

proposals for the study of story. With the development of schema to classify story 

12 From the Journal of American Folklore 82:313-328 
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types, that allow for variance under the label 'story,' researchers have been 
examining "storytellers as well as story ... context as well as text. .. performance as well 
as product" (Ibid.:315). These broader approaches to storytelling open up room for 
its exploration as an event, not an entity. 

Georges maintains that the recent work done on storytelling not only opens 
up new possible analyses, but renders untenable the former premise that stories are 
static entities. The stories as they have been studied are only "the written 
representation of one aspect of the message of complex communicative events" 
(Ibid.:316). In fact there are many aspects of storytelling beyond simple linguistic 
articulation and meaning. The participants, their relationships, and all forms of 
communication between them, linguistic, paralinguistic, and metanarrative, make 
the event what it is. No one aspect of a storytelling event is dominant or primary. 
T~ey all create the meaning and the experience of the story, and thus each 
storytelling event is unique. This presents quite a departure from the view that 
stories are preserved accounts with eternal meaning. Under this new model, every 
telling generates a new set of meanings and "[e]very storytelling event is its own 
reason for being" (Ibid.:324). 

Georges devises a set of postulates that map the interactions between the 
teller and the listener, which I offer in brief. In his article he presents the postulates 
in outline form, as I do here. However, as noted above, they have been somewhat 
reduced. Also please note that the terms Georges uses, such as "encoder" "decoder" 
"feedback" are taken from from the field of communication and information 
studies. I believ.e this is part of his effort to devise new ways of thinking about the 
oral tradition, and to situate storytelling along a continuum of human 
communication and interaction. 

Georges' Postulates (Ibid.:317-319) 
1. Every storytelling event is a communicative event. 

a. There is at least one coder (teller) and at least one decoder(listener) who 
have_person to person contact. 
b. They communicate through coded messages, which are linguistic, 
paralinguistic, kinesic, and which use both audio and visual channels. 
c. There is continuous perceptual feedback between coder and decoder. 
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2. Every storytelling event is a social experience. 
a. The participants in the event assume social identities for the purpose of the 
event: identities of teller and listeners. 

i. These roles are selected out of a multitude of social roles available to 
members of a society, such as worker, mother, priest, etc. 
ii. The roles of teller and listener then become most prominent within 
each participant. 

3. The social identities taken on by the participants license certain activities for 
them. 

a. The storyteller formulates, encodes and transmits a message according to 
socially prescribed rules, and has a right to expect that message to be heard 
and responded to by the listeners. 
b. The listener has right to expect to be sent a message, and to receive, 
decode and respond to that message. 

4. Every storytelling event is unique. 
a. Every storytelling event occurs only once in time and space. 
b. Every storytelling event occurs only once with a particular set of social 
in ter-rela tionshi ps. 
c. Every storytelling event generates its own unique systems of social and 
psychological forces. 

Georges' model accomplishes a number important goals. First of all he 
successfully frees the notions of story and storytelling from the chronological and 
social limitations associated with traditional notions of 'oral narrative.' Stories are 
not the pre-literate, primitive, or lower class equivalent of modern printed fictional 
narrative. Rather they are a specific type of social interaction, not bound by "social, 
economic, or educational statuses" (Ibid. 1969:323). Stories need not be myths, 
riddles, or tall-tales. They need not be told around an aboriginal campfire. They 
need not be told around a campfire at all. Storytelling is primarily a mode of 
human communication, which, like all other social interactions, involves the 
adoption of social roles with varied responsibilities in order to create effective ... 
communication. 

~Georges' model also provides an answer to our earlier questions about the 
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nature of the relationship between story and event. Georges' account allows for and 

explains variation of story content and meaning. A perfectly replicated account of 

an event would not be the norm under this model, although there is evidence of 

such types of telling being privileged.13 The subjectivity of the teller, the 

circumstance of the telling, the participants in the telling, and their specific identity 

relationships are free to effect the content, delivery, and meaning of the story. Thus 

Georges successfully eliminates the notion of the passive audience, making his 

model truly interactive, and most fundamentally about communication between 

encoder and decoder. 

IV. Bauman's Performance Model 

In his book Story. Performance and Eyent. Richard Bauman writes about 

storytelling within the same paradigm as Georges, treating it as an event or dynamic 

experience rather than as the passing down of a static linguistic entity. Bauman's 

book is an ethnography of Texan oral narrative. I find two points in his 

commentary to be useful for this paper. First of all he develops a model of 

storyteller as performer, a concept which has some interesting implications for the 

interactivity between the teller and his audience. Bauman also presents his theory 

on the relationship between narrative and event, which we will examine through 

the lens of interactive storytelling. 

Although it sounds like Bauman's performance theory may be set in 

opposition to Georges' concept of interactivity, it is actually a related concept, for the 

idea of performance does not preclude a passive audience. Bauman's concept of the 

factors influencing a storytelling event are much the same as Georges'. He gives us 

his list as well: 

"The structure of perfonnance events is a product of the systematic interplay of numerous 

situational factors, promincntly including the following: 

1) Participants' identities and roles. 

2) The expressive means employed in performance. 

3) Social interactional ground rules, nonns, and strategies for performance and criteria for 

its intcrpretation and evaluation. 

4~The sequence of actions that make up the scenario of the event." (Bauman 1986:4) 

ij See linguistic studies of Inuit storytelling. 
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The idea of performance offered by Bauman includes a very powerful 

audience whose presence and nature affect the telling by the performer. For 

Bauman, performance of any sort is a mode of communication, as the concept was 

laid out above. 

"I understand performance as a mode of communication, a way of speaking, the essence of 

which resides in the assumption of responsibility to an audience for a display of 

communicative skill, highlighting the way in which communication is carried out, above 

and beyond its referential content. From the point of view of the audience, the act of 

expression on the part of the performer is thus laid open to evaluation ... " (Ibid.:3) 

What is given here is Georges' analysis of communication via the assumption of 

social roles, except that Bauman highlights the role of the storyteller as responsible 

for the communicative event. This analysis perhaps sits more comfortably with 

traditional analyses of storytelling, compared to Georges' insistence that no single 

factor in a storytelling event weighs more heavily than any other. It is also 

important to note that Bauman, like Georges, believes the act of storytelling, rather 

than content of the story is what is significant, and also credits the audience with a 

powerful role, that of judging the skill with which communication is made. 

Bauman's explanation of variation in story is drawn from both his ideas that 

the performer has control over the text and delivery, and that performer is 

responsible to his audience. Viewing the storyteller as a performer of a story, and 

not the mouthpiece for a predetermined linguistic entity restores to the story the 

energy of individual creativity, as well as bolsters and reaffirms a storytellers social 

role in society. Bauman's theory gives the storyteller back some control over what 

is produced by the event. Notions of performance as constituitive of verbal art 

"restore the work of oral literature to the individual artist who produced it, and a 

recognition of the creative individuality of the performer's accomplishment" 

(Ibid.:8). It is important to note that this emphasis on the power of the storyteller 

stands not in opposition to communicative models of storytelling, but against 

traditional analyses which treat the storyteller only as a mouthpiece, rather than as 

a subject engaged in communication. Bauman does not want the social, or even the 

traditional, values of storytelling to be rejected in order to imbue the storyteller 
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with the same creative authority as an author. 

liThe collective, the communal, the conventional are not forsaken here. Rather the 

individual and the creative are brought up to parity with tradition in a dialectic played 

out within the context of situated action ... " (Ibid.: 7). 

Imbuing a storyteller with this kind of subjectivity and creativity frees up the 

possibilities of what story can be, can be and allows for much variation across 

contexts. At the same time, Bauman shows how this kind of variation is in fact 

directly related to a storyteller'S social context and responsibility to his audience. 

Bauman traces the evolution of storytelling of a single performer14 over time, and 

cites changes in use of metanarrative, length, detail, etc. We may read this as a 

working example of Georges' theory of story change. It is not accidental. It is a way 

of meeting the performance criteria of particular social settings. Criteria for telling a 

good story, or rather a good telling of a story, are not based on accuracy, but on 

length or brevity, use of metanarrative, or paralinguistics- whatever it takes to 

engage and engross a particular audience. The values change according to social 

scenario. This judgment, these criteria, are communicated to the storyteller 

through any number of communication channels, as outlined in Georges. The 

teller then shapes the story- its delivery, its details, or even its plot, for the sake of 

effective communication. In sum, the type of storyteller outlined in Bauman is one 

who is not relegated to the role of reciter, who maintains creative control over the 

event, who yet must interact with and continually change according to the needs of 

his audience in order to create a positive, communicative event. 

A second relevant subject treated by Bauman is the relationship between text 

and narrative. Bauman sees oral narrative as especially rich ground for examining 

the relationship between literature and the activity of social reality, or events. He 

takes up the terms "narrative event" and "narrated event" with which he credits 

Roman Jakobson.15 Because of its performative aspect, oral narrative is "doubly 

anchored in human events" (lbid.:2). Storytelling is a narrative event that presents 

a narrated event. Simply put, it tells a story about something that happened, but 

14 Ed Bell, a well known Texan storyteller. I will not go into the details of Bauman's analysis, but it can be found 
in chapter five of Story. Performance and Event. 

15Roman Jakobson: Selected Writings, vol. 2, 1971:130-147 
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unlike in written language, the telling is as much an event as the event that is 

recounted. 

What is the difference between event and narrative? Bauman provides 

a formal defini Hon: 

"Events aT(~ structures, organized by relationships of causality, temporality, and other such 

linkages; narratives are verbal structures, organized by rules of discourse. Most commonly, 

narratives are seen as verbal icons of the events they record ... as somehow antecedent. .. to 

the narrative that recounts them ... The narratives are their signs, the events their 

external referents. "(Ibid.: 7) 

This is the same view of story discussed at the beginning of this paper. However, it 

is a limited view at best, untenable at worst, in light of the universal acceptance of 

fictional narrative and all the pressures that influence story change. This view also 

suggests that the meaning and impact of the story is locked into the the significance 

of the original event. Georges' theories of interactivity must stand opposed to this 

view, as he advocates social meaning created by social interaction. 

Bauman suggests an alternative view that allows narrative to be shaped by 

the environment in which it is created: "Events are abstraction from narrative. It is 

the situation of signification that gives coherence to events in our understanding" 

(Ibid.:5).16 If this alternative view is a viable option, it sugg'ests that the change in 

the narration changes the meaning, and perhaps the content, of the narrated event. 

And if that is the case, then the social factors that influencing the performer and his 

narration ultimately affect the resultant meaning of the 'original' event. To root the 

notion the notion of a fixed story in its relationship to actual events is problematic. 

If events that occur (or not) have no fixed truth or significance, then our 

understanding of those events is always shaped by the stories told about those 

events. 

For Bauman, narrative event and narrated event are completely 

interdependent: " ... oral narrative performance [is] the indissoluble unity of text 

narrated event and narrative event" (Ibid.:7). Under his theory, and Georges, too, 

tellings aPe affected by the social roles and relationships of those involved in the 

161ltis could get into a lot of theoretical questions about the existence of a pre-linguistic reality. However, 
Bauman doesn't pursue it much and neither wiIIl. 
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activity, and a narrated event is defined in our minds by the shape of the narration. 

Thus the argument for a story as a static entity is unwound, even if the story in 

question is supposedly true. Storytelling is a dynamic, interactive process, each 

event producing new stories and new meanings. 

v. Role-playing Games' Internal Claims to Storytelling 

The above theoretical work shows that storytelling is a complex pattern of 

social interactions more than a means of preserving oral narratives. These 

interactions produce the meaning not only of the story, but of the storytelling event. 

Storytelling is interactive and performative. Stories are experiences, not things. 

RPG storytelling is easily mapped onto such theory, but such an undertaking should 

be justified. There is evidence in the role-playing literature that story is an 

important element of these games. Interviews from the case study also reveal that 

tellers and players alike see the process of gaming as closely allied to the project of 

storytelling. 

As mentioned earlier, recent set of games published by White Wolf present 

themselves as a "Storyteller System™II (White Wolf 1992). Although the name and 

concept of game master also as the storyteller or playwright existed previously, this 

system has spurred on the elevation of story elements within role-playing games. 

This material has been formative for the storytelling identity of Bennett and 

Fairfield. It gave a name to identities they had already developed (field notes). The 

introduction to The Storytellers Handbook, published in 1992 by White Wolf, 

presents the gaming company's own definition of story. "Story: a situation, event, 

or series of events requiring action on the part of certain characters, presenting 

problems and challenges, and offering reward for successful action" (White Wolf 

1992:7). Their definition actually presents a combination of story and game. 'Story' 

has been defined above in many different manners. The Webster's II New 

Riverside Dictionary defines 'game' as "1. a way of diverting oneself: amusement. 

2. A competitive activity governed by specific rules." White Wolf's idea of a 

narrativeis one governed by a specific set of rules, and that it is rooted in the 

interaction of tellers and players. 
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"In Vampire, the Storyteller creates and presents Stories in which the characters 

participate through the control of their characters. The result is a type of interactive 

storytelling where everyone in the group contributes to the progress and the final form of 

the Story. The Story is at the heart of the whole process ... "(White Wolf 1992:16) 

Such a vision inevitably produces two major tensions. First, how much 

emphasis should be placed on preserving the story versus following the rules of the 

game or the whim of the dice? This story versus game dynamic usually manifests 

itself as tension between the storyteller's control and the player's control, provoking 

conflict over how much freedom the players should be given to manipulate the 

plot line, as opposed to following a preset story provided by the teller. The back of 

The Storytellers Handbook contains numerous essays on these power dynamics 

which will be treated in the analysis below. However it is important to note the 

game's own emphasis on the centrality of the narrative being produced. The entire 

point of The Handbook is to help a game referee construct a world, write a plot, and 

communicate atmosphere effectively with his players. And the overarching 

principle behind this game, and most other RPGs, is "[h]owever much we may 

enjoy winning, we must never sacrifice the story to the game" (Ibid.:123). 

The RPG storytellers interviewed for the case study believe that role-playing 

games are intrinsically linked to storytelling, even outside the the marketing of the 

White Wolf games. They view it as a natural extension the skills of imagination, 

inventiveness, and storytelling possessed by children. 

Me: How did you pick up these skills? Were you born knowing how to role-play and 

story tell? 

j: Everybody's born knowing how to do it ... Didn't you ever play with little dolls when you 

were little. I mean, when I had stuffed animals, when back when I was three or four. I 

remember arranging them all, playing scenes and whatever ... You arrange them in different 

scenes and pretend that different little things were happening ... It's pretty basic to just 

being a kid. (personal interview: Jahnke) 

For Jahnke, storytelling is inherent to the process of playing. It does not even 

requir.? an audience. It is about constructing a narrative, and interactions between 

different characters. It is about imagination. Fairfield views the phenomenon 
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similarly, although he recognizes early on the pressures that may be exerted on a 

storyteller by his audience, and the kind of pressure that may be applied by a 

storyteller in the manipulation of narrative. 

F: I was playing with Star Wars figurines with my friend Daniel. And [my dad] remembers 

just sort of getting down on his hands and knees, just sort of joining our level, and he just felt 

this subtle manipulation as to where the story was gOing ... and he realized that I was doing 

it ... He just watched and watched as I would drag more and more plot events and more and 

more twists and turns and "oh my god he fell off the cliff" and stuff like that to keep my 

friends, uh, Daniel, amused, and later I just remember hours and hours spent on couches 

piloting space ships all over the galaxy because I have three younger brothers so I would 

just always create long epic stories that would go from day to day that we would write 

down and remember where we stopped. (personal interview: Fairfield) 

Fairfield considers himself primarily a storyteller. He came to role-playing later in 

his childhood than many of his friends, and when he did, he considered it "add[ing] 

dice to what [his] entire life was already" (personal interview: Fairfield). RPGs, 

rather than replacing his storytelling abilities with a game, provided a forum in 

which to use his creativity and narrative skills. Here a role-playing environment 

appears to be like a swapping ground or a campfire for the exchange of tales. 

In the language of role-playing games, the vocabulary of story sits side by side 

with the vocabulary of game. Points, rules, fair judgment, skill, reward are all 

salient terms of discussion, as are plot, character, motivation, and theme (field 

notes). Since both the literature of RPGs and its participants focus on the 

storytelling element of role-playing, I believe there is enough internal support for a 

view of role-playing as a storytelling event. I will attempt to illustrate this point by 

mapping aspects of role-playing into Georges' storytelling model, and by figuring 

the RPG storyteller as one of Bauman's "performers." 

VI. Role-playing games in Georges' paradigm 

When Georges formulated his theory, he was probably thinking in terms of 

interaction determining the meaning of the story, to a degree its form, and some 

minor variations in content. However he also talks about communication as 

continuum of human interaction (Georges 1969:327), and my goal is to situate RPGs 
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along this continuum. I believe that his terms can include the phenomenon of an 

interactively constructed narrative, although they will be somewhat expanded in 

their scope. This section offers a mapping of the dynamics of RPGs into Georges' 

postulates. The examples provided here are taken from my case study of the 

Chicago By Night chronicle. 

Georges' first postulate states that lI[elvery storytelling event is a 

communicative event," just as role-playing is a game with communication at its 

center. There are many different levels of communication that are used during 

RPGs, that are "coded" in varying degrees, and which utilize the "linguistic, 

paralinguistic, and kinesic" channels to which Georges refers. The most basic level 

of communication that occurs is linguistic narration from the storyteller (coder) to 

the players (decoders). Such narration often occurs at the beginnings of scenes or 

segments of the story in order to orient characters to their new surroundings. Pure 

linguistic narration also occurs for the filling in of minor details in the plot, such as 

time of day, geographical directions, or instructions about combat sequences. It is 

also the basic form of communication between player characters, who tend to be 

much less animated than the storyteller (field notes). 

However, for Bennett, the storyteller of this particular chronicle, it is rare that 

descriptive ·communication will occur without intentional body language and 

sound effects. His body movement is used to convey the actions of a character or 

effects of action on a character's body. It is unlike theater, however, in that all body 

movement is from the waist up. Bennett is actually able to convey a great deal of 

motion, energy and presence with just his upper body. Some examples of actions 

"performed" by storyteller are gesturing towards body parts, pin-wheeling his arms 

to show someone stumbling backwards, doing convulsions when someone is shot, 

swinging an arm to show the way someone is grabbed, climbing over a car seat, or 

slamming forward against a seat belt in a braking car (field notes). Other body 

language, for the most part consisting of hand motions, is also used to generate 

props. It is rare that physical props or costumes are brought to a game, so they must 

be create9 by imagination. Bennett produces ,objects and spaces unconsciously by 

the use of his hands, which can shape and represent dozens of things during a 

game:· Some of these things might be a helicopter flying in, a large block of 

masonry, the size and shape of glass doors, a storm sewer, or an ice machine. Sound 
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effects are equally important as audial cues to accompany the imagined props. The 

storyteller is fully responsible for generating the appropriate noise generated .by an 

action, whether he or another character initiates it. Some examples are the sounds 

of helicopter blades, masonry coming loose from a ceiling, ice from an ice machine 

falling into a cup, gun shots, handcuffs snapping apart, or a stalled car. In some 

cases the sound effect is given without explanation and the characters must read it, 

or ask about it if they don't know. 

I include my notes on a description of an ice machine to illustrate how 

important paralinguistic communication can be in creating an effective scene. A 

character named KarThag' g, played by Daniel Wainstock, is a werewolf who was 

originally a wolf and is unfamiliar with technology. He has to find some water for a 

friend who is sick. He asks a motel manager for ice, and is gestured to an ice 

machine. Wainstock knows it is ice machine but KarThag'g does not. Bennett 

describes it to the player as KarThag'g might see it. Bennett uses hand gestures to 

describe its shape and size and the location of various buttons and levers. 

Wainstock has his character try various methods of operating the machine before 

choosing the right one. Even though he is familiar with ice machines, he plays the 

ignorance of Carthag, and thinks of the machine only in terms of the shapes and 

sizes, buttons and noises provided by the storyteller (field notes). 

In interviewing the storytellers about their uses of paralinguistic and kinetic 

communication, I asked them why it was important, why plot points shouldn't 

simply be narrated to characters. Their answers point to the important factor of 

engrossment in these games. 

J: ... You've got to make it a realistic picture, something that you could picture in your head. 

You've got to pay attention to, like, if they go shopping, what's on the shelf? Especially in 

a fantasy world, who the hell knows? Sure, they [the source booksl have that shopping 

list of fifty feet of rope, ten foot pole, back pack, lantern ... 

F: Yeah, but it always helps if you've got something like a basket of spices or a bag of flour. 

I think he's really right. You have to make it really real. (personal interview: Jahnke, 

Fairftcld) 

CreatIng a real or believable narrative is dependent upon creating a real 

environment for the players. The more communication channels that are opened 
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between the storyteller and players, the better the atmosphere and the better the 

story. The question of how to make a game real to a set of players takes us back into 

Georges's analysis of social interactions during a storytelling event. 

The first postulate also states that there is continuous feedback between a 

coder and a decoder. In RPGs this manifests itself in a number of ways. First of all 

there is the constant communication of characters between each other and with the 

storyteller that results in the mutual construction of narrative. There is also 

argumentation allowed on the level on players to storyteller when a turn of events 

in considered unfavorable by a participant. This communication is direct feedback 

on the effectiveness of the game at that point. A transcription from the chronicle 

illustrates. Jahnke's character, Jude is standing next to Tyler, a female nonplayer 

character, when a large chunk of masonry from the ceiling falls on her. Jahnke 

argues with Bennett that he shouldn't get hit as well. 

B: You're standing next to her. 

J: Not that close. 

B: That close. 

J:Oh. 

B: (Sound effects) You look up. (shocked expression) You grab her. (sound effects and leans 

over so as to show Jude jumping on top of her and knocking her over.) 

J: Wait a minute. If I could knock her to the ground, I could have knocked her out of the 

way. 

B: That was a big piece of masonry! (field notes) 

Here the storyteller'S plan for the character Jude wins out over the desire of the 

player. This power dynamic will be explored more thoroughly under Bauman's 

performance theory. 

Communication and evaluation of the event also goes in through more 

subtle channels, some of. which Georges would certainly predict. Boredom, 

restlessness, anger on the part of the players can all be signals to the storyteller that 

the story or its delivery needs to be altered. 

J: Once they get bored, or god forbid, fall asleep, that's my big phobia, is a character 

failing asleep. I had two people who regularly fell asleep my freshman year. It made me 

so insecure about my game, so insecure that I would have done anything anybody pressed me 
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strongly about, just to keep them interested. If somebody said, I really really want to do 

this, I'd knuckle under like that. (personal interview: Jahnke) 

The Storytellers Handbook also offers some advice on how to read coded warnings 

about the story, stating the storyteller's job is "reactive" (White Wolf 1991:123). That 

is, the storyteller must have all his channels open, to his players and to their 

characters, in order to keep thenarrative going. This continuous feedback between 

storyteller and players is what allows the event to occur, and what ultimately creates 

the narrative. RPGs undoubtedly open up many more communication lines than 

Georges' paradigm outlines, but the central principle remains intact- the storytelling 

event is first and foremost about communication. 

The reason why RPGs utilize so many different channels is because players 

manipulate a variety of roles, all of whom must be communicated to and through. 

Georges' second postulate is that "[e]very storytelling event is a social experience." 

This "experience" occurs via people adopting various social roles for the purpose of 

a storytelling event. Georges proposes the roles of teller and listeners. However, 

the listeners in RPGs are also players. The social roles adopted are therefore those of 

storyteller and player, thus altering the power dynamics that exist between the 

participants when they are not engrossed in the game. On top the ,social roles of 

players, each participant also manages the persona of a character within the story. 

Fine explains this multiple role management in terms of frame analysis (Fine 

1983:183). He points out that, in a role-playing context, players manage three 

different frames, and thus three different roles. The first level is the primary 

framework, or "the real world" in which the person interacts with his companions 

according to common sense knowledge. The second frame is the gaming frame, in 

which the person is primarily a player and is governed by the rules of the game and 

the rules of etiquette between the storyteller and players. The third frame is the 

fantasy frame, where the player is a character in a developing narrative, whose 

actions are governed by the laws of the fantasy realm as dictated by the storyteller 

(Ibid.:205). As was illustrated above, communication must occur between the 

storyteller and the 'listeners' on all three of these social levels in order for the game 

to be ~ffective. A storyteller must communicate with characters about what they are 

experiencing, with players about what their characters are allowed to do within the 
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constraints of the story, and with real people about whether or not they are enjoying 

being players. RPG storytelling events provoke social interaction on every level 

available. 

I will be leaving the third postulate aside for the moment, as it treats the 

same issues of power relationships that are developed in Bauman. I would like to 

suggest that every aspect of the fourth postulate is eminently true of RPG 

storytelling. The fourth postulate states that "[e]very storytelling event is unique," 

that it occurs only once in time and space with a particular set of social 

interrelationships. Each event also generates its own systems of social and 

psychological forces. Each role-playing game truly is "its own reason for being" 

(Georges 1969:324). Chronicles, stories, or individual events will vary according to 

player, teller, setting, moods, or any number of the pressures we have seen capable 

of influencing the shape of a storytelling event. An RPG story can never be 

replicated. They can be put away and treasured and remembered, but never 

recreated. Below, Fairfield talks about what it is like to close a campaign. 

F:I finished a five year real time D&D campaign, with a final climactic battle we all 

got together one last time to do. And I mean to one degree it allowed all those stories to 

be closed up, immortalized and stored away. Dark Realm was the world we played in 

and now like all those stories are, they're done now. People are no longer involved in 

them. I still hear stories from the Dark Realm that I certainly never game-mastered. 

don't know where they came from, but they involve the characters ... But it gives a 

sense of completion, of starting over but the problem is that starting over is never as 

easy as continuing, and we never played D&D on that scale again, and we never became 

that involved in our characters again. (personal interview: Fairfield) 

Perhaps this seems like a stretch of Georges' theory. In 'normal' storytelling, a story 

can be told repeatedly, although never the same way twice, and never with the 

same set of meanings. The interactive production of an oral text can happen only 

once. It i~ even more unique than a written text that can be copied out a second 

time. We can notice in Fairfield's discussion, however, that the text of an RPG story 

continues to live even after it is finished. Those stories may be told and retold, 

developing new details, new meanings. Its original production is wholly unique, 

never to be replicated, yet in the same way, all tellings and retellings are unique. 
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They change the narrative, and as Bauman points out, they change the way we 

think about the original events. 

Georges' terms have proved useful in diagnosing the inte~actions that make 

up RPG storytelling. His very concepts of storytelling as interactive and 

communicative open up new ways of thinking about how stories are produced and 

what it means to hear a story. Storytelling reaches far beyond a purely linguistic 

experience. Under Georges' rubric we might even see it as experiential, or as 

transmission of experience. Bauman offers us a quote from Walter Benjamin. 

"The storyteller takes what he tells from experience- his own or that reported by 

others. And he makes it the experience of those who are listening to his tale" 

(Bauman 1986:2). All the communicative elements of RPGs are focused not only on 

telling a story, but on having the players experience the story as well. 

VII. RPG storytellers and Bauman's perfonner 

Bauman's performance theory presents a different perspective on the 

question of interactivity. He focuses on the storyteller as a central creative force that 

is responsible to and judged by its audience. Such an argument implies some 

complex power dynamics. In his third postulate, "[i]n every storytelling event, the 

participants operate in accordance with a specific set of status relationships," 

Georges also acknowledges that power is at issue between the tellers and listeners. 

the status of coder or decoder gives one certain "'rights" and entitlements within 

the social dynamic of storytelling. These are exactly the sorts of power dynamics 

that are played out in RPG storytelling as well. The central debate within the RPG 

storytelling community is the question of how much control a storyteller should 

have over the game. In other words, taking both Bauman's concepts of storyteller 

as verbal artist, of the artist's . responsibility to respond to his audience, we might ask 

how these ideas get played out in an environment where verbal art is produced 

interactively. The answer is, with much tension. 

For the most part the storyteller is viewed as the creative genius behind any 

game. H_e creates a world and maintains interpretive authority over it. Steve 

Crow, in an essay for The Storytellers Handbook. calls the storyteller, "entertainer ... 

directer, scriptwriter, producer, supporting cast, costumer" (White Wolf 1992:127). 

In our analysis of different modes of communication in role-playing we have seen 
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· how a storyteller can take on all these roles. However, as Fine points out the 

storyteller "has the responsibility of weaving a coherent, aesthetic plot, while 

incorporating the desires of the players and the laws of chance. However, both 

players' demands and chance may prevent a good story' (Fine 1983:103). Storytellers 

have various ways of taking control of even these factors, through interpretation of 

chance (dice rolls) or "sheer force of personality' (personal interview: Fairfield). As 

we saw in the incident with Jude and the falling ceiling" a storyteller may simply 

refuse to accede to the arguments of the player. Also, when a dice roll does not take 

a story in a direction the storyteller deems appropriate, he may 'cheat,' that is, throw 

out the roll or reinterpret the roll as something useful" to the story. 

" ... There is an on going process of adjusting the dice rolls to the game reality by assigning 

them meaning... [TJhe referee uses the dice rolls to construct what makes sense in that 

si tuation." (Fine 1983:103) 

This exertion of control does not necessarily have to be antagonistic towards players. 

As Fairfield explains, " ... it's a standard technique to lessen the effects of a completely 

destructive roll" (personal interview). In the possible situation, the decisions to 

override players' desires, or to reinterpret the workings of chance will all be done to 

support the narrative that the storyteller is trying to create. 

The power of the storyteller is definitely a felt presence, and not only because 

all interactions and actions must pass the teller's approval. The desires of the 

storyteller are considered secret influences behind the scenes, the working of fate in 

characters' world (field notes). This is one way in which role-playing differs from 

interactive theater. 

J: One of the things role-playing does is it skews control for a large part towards the game 

master, storyteller ... So that even though the other person is acting, in an ideal situation, 

and interacting with you, and you're kind of acting back, you still hold a lot of the marbles. 

They can do what they want, but regardless of the rules, you still kinda have final say 

over how what they want turns out. In role-playing there's not as strong a give and take as 

in interactive theater games. (personal interview: Jahnke) 

Although players need not react negatively to the storyteller's power, they often 
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have directions that they would like the narrative or their character to take. Fine 

notes some major ways in which players constrain the action of storyteller. These 

forms of communication constitute the judgment by the audience to which 

Bauman refers. They illustrate the boundaries put on the teller's creative license, 

and as noted in Georges, the type and number of limitations will differ according to 

each new social grouping. 

Some of the control mechanisms noted by Fine are controlling chance, 

demanding coherence, and using ,interpersonal relationships. Controlling chance 

largely entails cheating on dice rolls. In order to do this, a player either rolls behind 

a screen and lies about the results, or rolls and scoops up the dice before anyone else 

notices the count. As Fine mentions, this is fairly common practice (Fine 1983:91), 

and is justified by the fact that the storyteller does it too. Jahnke notes that, lI[ylou 

can cheat on dice rolls. You know the game master cheats on dice rolls. Most 

players have cheated on dice rolls. It gives you some degree of control over the 

game" (personal interview). This form of control in the game does not really 

function as a constraint on the storyteller's actions. Rather, it is a way of enhancing 

the interactive dynamic of the game, and keeps players from feeling like a passive 

audience. 

However, the demand for coherence within the game is a real constraint on 

what the storyteller produces. What is at stake here is audience/ player 

engrossment. Just as any storyteller is obligated to make a story internally 

consistent, and thus believable despite fictional content, so an RPG storyteller must 

create a coherent fantasy world, and may be called upon to utilize the game rules in 

a consistent fashion. As Fine puts it, 

"Central is the belief in logic by players and referees. The referee needs a logic to feel that 

he has indeed created a world ... and players require this logic, both to 'feel' what the 

world is like- and also to construct lines of action for their characters with a reasonable 

assumption of what will happen as a result. Game logic involves a sense of causal 

consistency ... " (Fine 1983:83). 

In ot~er words, the storyteller must be able to create a convincing environment, or 

the entire project is fruitless. What might be the result of an inconsistent move on 
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the part of storyteller? 

F: The game-master doesn't have as much power over the immediate surroundings because 

he can't make it unbelievable. He can say, "A purple lightening bolt appears," and that 

sort of thing, but people are going to laugh it off. It's not real. So he has to create a 

realistic stage for the actors to then act on, and I think that's exactly what he does do. 

(personal interview: Fairfield) 

A laugh may be the least of the storyteller's worries. Incoherence in the story or in 

the game rules can lead players to be bored, frustrated, or angered by the storyteller's 

decisions. It is at this point that social dynamics between players, or players and 

tellers often influence the turns in the plot. 

Players have the right to argue, even heatedly, over the decisions the 

storyteller makes about their character. Fine cites many cases of players being 

angered by certain decisions, and bringing their cases to the storyteller (Fine 

1983:106-). Fairfield discusses the importance of paying attention to the players' 

desires in these circumstances. 

F: If we're mad because of what happens to us in the game, like having our buttons pushed 

in the game, that's one thing. When a player feels like there's no way out ... he completely 

loses all involvement in the game, 'cause its not like you can actually take a player and put 

the player in the situation. You require his suspension of disbelief, and his tacit 

cooperation in order to evoke the effect that you want to evoke. And when he removes that 

cooperation it's all over, end of story right there ... 

Fairfield thus acknowledges that the players are critical to the existence of the game, 

and that, as Bauman points out, the storyteller has a responsibility to them. Bennett 

on the other hand, feels less threatened and constrained by the emotional reactions 

of his players. In an interview, he and Jahnke discussed a situation in which Jahnke 

wanted his character to escape from a certain environment, and Bennett wouldn't 

allow it. Fairfield argued that if Jahnke had gotten angry personally, he could have 

changed tne situation. According to Jahnke, he did this, and Bennett only "clamped 

down..,harder. " Bennett's reasons were that lito just let him leave that situation 

would have detracted from the story, and having him stay added a new dimension" 

(personal interview). 
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F: There is a serious threat of (players walking out). In the same way that people falling 

asleep is a threat, there is always a threat that people are gonna get bored or mad and 

leave the game. 

B: I'm much more in fear of bored than mad. I enjoy mad. I feel like if you're mad, I'm 

doing something right. 

In other words, Bennett risks the personal ~eelings of a player in order to evoke a 

particular experience and create a particular plot. Clearly there are differing schools 

of thought on the effectiveness of players' power. 

It is interesting to note, however, that no matter what means of control 

players choose to exert in the game, when something occurs that is unfavorable, 

they are quick to point out the all-powerful role of the storyteller. During the 

chronicle of Chicago by ' Night, two characters perform actions that backfire on them 

and cause difficulties for the rest of the characters. Jahnke insists that his character 

is not responsible for revealing the identities of his vampire friends, because he did 

it while under the influence of a powerful NPC, who was in fact played by Bennett. 

Therefore Bennett is finally responsible for the outcome. Another player, Nute, 

starts a combat sequence accidentally and says, "I'd like to say that I didn't have that 

happen. The storyteller did. It is a game of horror thanks to him." Ultimately the 

responsibility for the narrative seems to fall on the shoulders of the storyteller. 

However, how much of this power and responsibility should actually be seized and 

planned on is still a subject of great debate. 

It is still Bauman's question that we are working through: how to give the 

storyteller creative control and without relegating the audience to passivity. Fine 

frames the debate in terms of the difference between "worlds" and "scenarios" (Fine 

1983:80). Creating a world and letting characters play around in it creates narrative 

out of chance and improvisation. Creating scenarios with a particular plot and 

direction in mind is akin to writing a story ahead of time and trying to bring it about 

in the game world. As we will see both methods may frustrate players and 

problema!ize the construction of narrative. 

Not even everyone working within a single gaming system agrees as to the 

importance of the storyteller. The Storytellers Handbook contains various essays by . 
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the White Wolf staff. In his article The Art of Storytelling, Mark Rein-Hagen 

discusses the storyteller's need for flexibility. He suggests that a game-master might 

write a story before the game, but be willing to modify according to players' 

decisions. "You have the responsibility to create the dream, and to 'bring the players 

into it. But once you have created the dream, you must stand back and let the 

characters take over" (White Wolf 1992:123). However, Stewart Wieck writes in 

The Subtle Weaver that "a player cannot give a Chronicle to be anything other than 

what the Storyteller allows it to become. It's the Storyteller who establishes the 

ceiling for the potential of the Chronicle, and it's up to the players to live up to the 

potential" (Ibid.: 136). Under this rubric the storyteller is very much a machinator 

behind the scenes, weaving a story into which the characters are called. 

Interestingly enough, Bennett and Fairfield take up opposite sides in this 

debate, not so much because of their belief in the superiority of a particular system, 

but because they find their styles more compatible with different approaches. At the 

beginning of the storytelling process, Bennett writes the stage and Fairfield writes 

the story. These terms are comparable to Fine's "world" and "scenario./I Fairfield 

justifies his extensive planning for the game and comments on Bennett's freer 

hand: 

F: I write the story and then provide from the story a beginning stage ... [Flor one thing it 

provides for a much more intense role-playing experience once they've been guided into 

places which you have extremely prepared yourself for. If they do then follow that track 

a little bit into the right places you can then really evoke a very strong reaction, a very fun 

experience ... I will provide realistic reasons for the characters to be pursuing that direction 

that I wanna explore, but whereas you [Bennett] just create a scenario and an area, and you 

give the players far far far greater rein to do whatever the heck they want (personal 

interview: Fairfield). 

It would seem that the two approaches are very different, except that Bennett still 

manages to guide the story in such a way that the player characters believe they are 

doing exactly what he's planned. Jahnke says he's "always got the sense that things 

go exactly the way [Bennett] predicted that they would go ... " (personal interview). 

BenneJt himself chalks it up to a combination of preparation and improvisation, of 

knowing his players and betting on his intuition: "There are things I know won't 
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happen, and the day they do is the day I'll be surprised" (personal interview: 

Bennett). 

What to do with surprises seems to be a key question. It is the main problem 

with communal construction of narrative. The leader may maintain creative 

control, and yet not be able to predict the desires of his audience/ players. Thus the 

ability to improvise seems to be of some value. 

F: I'm often caught flat-footed and surprised, but that's just cause I usually deal with 

people who are out for their own good. And I don't always scrap my scenarios that way. 

B: I think its the nature of the beast, storytelling. 

F: Well, no I think it's the nature of the way you story-tell, that you have no particular end 

in mind, often, And that's very different from the way I used to story-tell and even the way 

I do. I don't have an end in mind, but I do have a very definite direction ... You sort of 

provide a blanker stage, but that also means you're not caught so flat footed ... You can't be 

surprised if you don't have a definite, defined set up about the way things are supposed to 

go... (personal interviews: Bennett, Fairfield). 

But both approaches can be problematic. Jahnke has a lot of difficulties with 

Fairfield's approach: "When I play in games that are strongly scripted, I feel jerked 

around" (personal interview). At the same time, as Fine points out, scenarios over 

which the storyteller has no control get out of hand very quickly and the thread of 

the narrative is lost (Fine 1983:60). Fairfield recognizes the tension as well. 

" ... [Alny stage without a story, a stage that's too vague, goes nowhere too. The opposite is 

also true. Take anything to an extreme I think, I guess, either players feel too controlled, or 

there's no hook, no direction" (personal interview). 

Where does this leave us in terms of Bauman? The power dynamics, the 

variety of pressures being applied to this joint narrative, are exactly the ones that he 

frames for storytellers in general. The RPG storyteller has many similarities to 

Bauman's performer. They must struggle to maintain their role as verbal artist, and 

at the same time must acknowledge the social orientation of their entire project. 

They are both judged by a certain set of standards and desires that are subject to 

change with each storytelling event, because each event provides a new set of social 

relations. 
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VII. Conflations of Event and Narrative 

A question was raised early on in this paper about whether it was justifiable 

to relate stories to RPGs, since there is no story in existence prior to the storytelling 

event. Stretching Bauman's theory of the interconnectedness of text, narrated and 

narrative event presents an interesting answer to this question. RPG storytelling 

collapses and conflates the narrative event and the narrated event into a single 

moment. Under this rubric, stories both occur and are told at the same time. Not 

only is an interpretation of the original event created by a certain telling, but the 

facts of the event itself are created by it as well. To understand this analysis, let us 

return to Fine's frames. 

Because role-players manage a number of different social frames and social 

selves, they may perceive the event and the story as separate entities, and may easily 

slide back and forth between the frames that let them view the various levels. 

Within the primary framework, a person has a real world existence. This person, 

though also a player, perceives the story as text, examining it from outside the game 

context, in a different time and space outside. Simply put, the text created by any 

game is still referred to by the people who play even when they are not playing. 

The group I analyzed have social interactions beyond their role-playing games (field 

notes). As a group of friends, they may refer to the narratives they created together 

in the games as something that actually happened or as a story they heard. 17 In the 

gaming frame the person adopts the social role of a player and becomes the 

audience or co-authors of the narrative event. In the fantasy frame the player 

adopts the persona of his character. In this frame he literally takes part in the 

narrated event, the story that is being told. 

This sort of collapse is unconventional, but it still falls nicely under 

Bauman's idea that text, narration, and event are all inseparable. By taking the 

model to the extreme we can emphasize the ways in which storytelling is not static, 

but rather is about a process of creating and interacting. In the moment of an RPG 

story, we see all of Bauman's and Georges' ideas at play at once. RPG stories are in 

no way static linguistic entities. Their main purpose and mode of production is 

communic:ation, figured as social interaction between various personae within a 

17 This is not an unusual conflation. In discussing TV programs or written literature, people describe them as 
real live events, as well as stories or performances. 
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hierarchy of power. The tensions produced in this communication give rise not 

only to the shape and meaning of a story, but to the narrative itself. Work by 

theorists like Bauman and Georges have opened up new ways of thinking about 

stories that free them from the confines of analysis by abstract theories, and open up 

the interpersonal dynamics that stories are about in the first place. It also provides a 

new medium for the study of the distribution of power in social contexts. Although 

my analysis pushes the Bauman and Georges theories to some extremes, I believe 

that an analysis of role-playing games as storytelling events provides an interesting 

analytic tool for deciphering the power dynamics of this unique leisure activity. I 

hope it will also serve to broaden people's views of the potential of role-playing 

games as part of a rejuvenation of an oral tradition in our society. 
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